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It’s no secret that the biblical account of creation is under
attack in our world. It’s interesting to note that the Reformers had
their own conflicts revolving around this issue. With all that Luther
had to deal with in his day, he still saw the defense of the creation
account as highly important. We would do well to follow his
example in this regard because all of Scripture (including the life,
work, and words of Christ) rises or falls based on what we believe
about the origins of the universe.
I’m certainly no expert on the topic, but I have studied the
various ways in which a faithful interpretation of these opening
words of God’s revelation are actually a better explanation for the
scientific evidence around us than any theory of man. If anyone
is interested, I’d be more than happy to discuss it and provide
materials for your own personal study.
Luther, the Reformation, and Taking Creation Seriously
by James J. S. Johnson, J.D., Th.D.
Five hundred years ago in Wittenberg, Germany, an unusual
scholar changed the course of human history using pen and
hammer. Dr. Martin Luther protested unbiblical teachings and
practices—especially
selling
indulgences—sparking
the
Protestant Reformation. Unsurprisingly, a review of Luther’s
treatment of Genesis shows how taking Scripture seriously
logically leads to taking creation seriously. In fact, Luther
appreciated creation enough to record detailed observations of
jackdaws and ravens.
Many remember Dr. Luther mostly for the biblical doctrine of
justification by faith, as ICR founder Dr. Henry Morris indicated:
This great principle—“the just shall live by faith”—was
the Scripture that so inflamed the soul of Martin Luther
that it became the watchword of the Reformation. It
occurs first here in the small prophecy of Habakkuk [2:4],
but is then quoted three times in the New Testament.
The term “just,” of course, means “justified” or
“righteous.”
Accordingly, we should thank God for how He led Dr. Luther
to take the Bible seriously in order to recover and clarify the vital

truth regarding how God gives righteousness to those who
believe in Christ.
It’s also fitting to appreciate how Luther defended the Genesis
account of creation, refusing to exchange it for popular yet
unbiblical opinions of his generation. [Luther says:]
From Moses however we know that 6000 years ago the
world did not exist. But of this no philosopher can in any
way be persuaded….But all these [philosophers’]
disputations, though subtle and clever, are not to the
point in question.…Equally useless is it to consider
Moses in the beginning of his [Genesis] history as
speaking mystically or allegorically.…Moses spoke
literally and plainly and neither allegorically nor
figuratively; that is, he means that the world with all
creatures was created in six days as he himself
expresses it.…Let us come at once to Moses as a far
better teacher, whom we may more safely follow than we
may philosophers, who dispute without the Word about
things they do not understand.
Ironically, those who opposed a six-day creation account
during Luther’s lifetime decided that God should have created
everything at once, in an instant, because He could. But God
chose otherwise, and Luther affirmed that God told us (through
Moses) how He chose to do it—in six normal days.
The Lord Jesus Himself, almost 1,500 years before Luther’s
ministry, warned the religious leaders of His day to take seriously
the books of Moses, including Genesis:
How can you believe, who receive honor from one
another, and do not seek the honor that comes from the
only God? Do not think that I shall accuse you to the
Father; there is one that accuses you—Moses, in whom
you trust. For if you believed Moses, you would believe
Me; for he wrote about Me. But if you do not believe his
writings, how will you believe My words? [John 5:44-47]
It is no surprise that a serious reliance upon the God-given
Scriptures for authoritative and relevant truth leads one to take
seriously the Genesis account of the creation week. Here we
stand.

